In simple terms there are four steps:


Does your organisation conduct
employee engagement surveys?



Do you gather people's comments?



Do you analyse, collate and theme those
comments?



Does it take days and cost the earth to do
so?



Is the task too daunting to even start?



Are you leaving buried a potential seam
of gold?

If the answer to any of the above is yes
ViewFinder is the solution. ViewFinder is an
extremely powerful yet easy-to-use web-based
survey research tool developed by Digital Opinion.
It enables you to analyse any number of
comments and transform them into organised
business intelligence in minutes. In so doing it
enables you to mine that seam of gold, see what
your people really think and feel, and add a vital
new qualitative dimension to your survey analysis.

ViewFinder is a vital tool for any organisation
which conducts employee engagement surveys. It
doesn't matter whether you conduct your surveys
in-house or use an external provider. If you have
comments, ViewFinder can help you to analyse
them and we can get you up and running in no
time.
And remember - the more comments you have
the greater the chance that they contain valuable
information. Until now the problem has been how
to find that information quickly and easily. Not
any more, ViewFinder provides the solution.

1. ViewFinder identifies the most commonly used
words or phrases. It helps you by quickly and
easily listing the top ten. Alternatively the Tag
Cloud sizes all words or comments according to
frequency.

2. Next, select the comments you want to explore.
Your selection could be based on:


A specific word or phrase



The frequency with which a word or
phrase is used



All the questions in the survey



A specific question



All respondent categories



A specific respondent category.

ViewFinder then tells you how many comments
contain that word or phrase.
3. Analyse the word or phrase you have selected.
You do that simply by switching to View
Comments mode. ViewFinder then lists all the
comments in which your chosen word or phrase

appears and highlights the word or phrase.
4. Refine your analysis further. By selecting from
the Classification dropdown you can narrow your
selection down to a specific respondent category.

ViewFinder then shows only those comments
provided by employees in that category.




Viewing console: Offers two views: tag
clouds or comments
Tag Cloud view: View all the words or
phrases used in the comments, sized
according to frequency



Tag Cloud search: Search for words by
frequency or alphabetically



Comments view: View all the comments
which match a selected criteria



Comments search: Search for comments
which contain a specific word or phrase



ViewFinder filter: Filter the comments
and focus analysis on a specific
department, function or demographic
category



Word/Phrase hierarchy: View phrases as

well as words. 50 comments containing
the phrase "long working hours" are likely
to be more useful than 2,000 in which the
word "long" appears


Word/Phrase information: See the
number of comments in which a selected
word or phrase occurs. See its statistical
relevance



Instant availability: Get up and running in
minutes. ViewFinder is a secure web
application hosted by Digital Opinion.
There are no installation, technical issues
or learning curves to worry about



Unlimited users: You decide who can use
ViewFinder. We provide a simple
organisation-wide licence



Low cost: Only pay for what you need.
We charge a once-only fee per survey
based on the number of comments



Gain immediate access to what your
people really think and feel



Transform those thoughts, feelings and
ideas into vital business intelligence



Maximise the value of the survey



Maximise the return on your time spent
on qualitative analysis



Minimise the cost of qualitative analysis

It couldn't be simpler.

